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...... FOLLOW ME to Lisbon
ACI World Assembly, Conference & Exhibiton
11-15 October 2004

ACI World Headquarters
P.O. Box 16
1215 Geneva 15 - Airport
Switzerland
Tel: (+41) 22 717 85 85
Fax: (+41) 22 717 88 88
E-mail: aci@aci.aero
Website: http://www.aci.aero

……
FOLLOW
ME
to
www.aci.aero/events to register for ACI’s
event of the year.

success can be another’s solution: come and
debate the relative merits of various airport
business models.

Explore and define the role of airports and
their growth potential within the global economy:
creating jobs, reducing the cost of trade and
opening new market opportunities just some of
the reasons airports are a key to global prosperity.

Chairman:
Niels Boserup
Copenhagen Airports A/S

We are all aware that times are changing –
so must airports! Bring your expertise to the table
and share your experiences for the collective
benefit of our entire airport community. Your

The 2004 ACI World Assembly, Conference
and Exhibition take a whole new direction:
providing focus on innovative planning and
investment strategies.
An opportunity for
discussion, information-exchange and networking
awaits you and your airport team – FOLLOW
ME……

ACI Fund Seminar on Bird Hazards,
Geneva, 28-30 June 2004

Director General:
Robert J. Aaronson
Directors:

Roderick Heitmeyer

he ACI Fund, in collaboration with Geneva
International Airport (AIG) and the Swiss BTEE
(Bureau de Travaux et d’Etudes en Environnement),
at the request of ONDA-Morocco and OACA-Tunisia,
held a seminar on bird hazards to aviation in Geneva,
on 28-30 June 2004. Eleven airport employees from
Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, Madagascar, Morocco,
Romania, Tunisia and Togo took part in the course.
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Participants benefited both from classroom
discussions and actual intervention exercises at
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Regional offices in Brussels,
Merida, New Delhi, Hong Kong
and Washington, DC.
ACI ICAO Bureau-Montreal.
ACI Fund seminar participants at bird hazards seminar

Geneva International Airport. The issues covered by
the course included notably: bird impacts during
critical flight phases, forecast of the bird safety
threat, dispersal methods and collection and
analysis of data.
The dynamic and motivating teaching of Messrs
Jacques Fritz (AIG), Stéphane Pillet (BTEE) and
Patrick Jacot (BTEE) ensured a most successful
seminar. This was the 20th seminar organized by the
ACI Fund since its inception. ■

